FERRIS WHEEL
One of our newest additions to our fountain line that looks
just like your favorite carnival ride!

FIREFLY
WOW! Fantastic angled tube fountain with unbelievable effects!
Iron flowers with blue flame and silver springs. Followed by
blue stars that fire up to dazzling laser crackling and pink
stars with white chrysanthemums. Ending with emerald green
spring flowers to glowing pink, red and green stars with
crackling flowers. This Firefly is a visual delight!

LUMINOSITY
Unique golden wisteria with luminating red, green and blue
stars to golden silk crackling chrysanthemums with red and
blue stars. Erupting with green and blue stars with intense
laser crackle followed by yellow, red and blue stars with
ravishing crackling flowers.

HEART SPARK
Glowing red, green and blue jellyfish with V shaped blood red
strobes. Followed by sizzling gold stars and ending with heart
POUNDING titanium crackling!

PYRO PIXEL
White crackling cedar flowers with blue stars followed by 2
eruptions of pixelating white flash. Silver silk crackle with
blue stars followed by another exciting eruption and ending
with blue and golden silk crackle.

SUNDANCER

KILLER BEES
Killer Bees brings back fond memories for us all, these
wonderful fountains emit showers of gold crackling sparks and
loud whistles.

SHROOMIN’
Red and green crackling chrysanthemum. Blue pine needles with
red, green and silver. Orange and purple chrysanthemum with
crackle.

MOON SHAPED FOUNTAIN – PINK
The discreet packaging will keep your secret until pink or
blue sparks erupt letting everyone know whether its a girl or
boy. Perfect for gender reveal parties!

MOON SHAPED FOUNTAIN – BLUE
The discreet packaging will keep your secret until pink or
blue sparks erupt letting everyone know whether its a girl or
boy. Perfect for gender reveal parties!

SIR SPARK A LOT
Red, green, and blue swimming stars with white cedar flowers
and podocarpus. Golden coconut tree with crackle.

THE GUN SHOW
Multi-colored soft crackling fountain with multi-colored
shimmering stars.

COLORFUL CHAOS
Unique fountain effect of brilliant flying color fish with
intense crackling!

KING OF COLOR
The King of Color sprays high and mighty with gold, purple,
silver, and strobes with crackling.

BELLA’S BEAUTY
Red, purple, green, blue and gold coconuts followed by red,
green and blue chrysanthemums.

KING’S FOUNTAIN
6 fountains – crackling with green, crackling with red, red
crackling with red, silver crackling with yellow, white
chrysanthemum with red, and gold silk chrysanthemum with red

